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Writing Fiction
Anonymous

Willie Jackson is a man I don’t know, but I hear his name mentioned. He has

a party he is supposed to meet at the baggage clam. He has two bags to pick
up—a pink one and black one. His party will take him home to a house in the
suburbs of Chicago, or possibly to Rockford or Decatur. His party consists of
his two daughters, ages three and 12, his son, age seven, his wife, and his poppa
who lived on a farm with a lake all his life but moved in with Willie’s family
when Willie’s momma died. Willie’s dog will greet him at the front screen door,
pawing at the screen, tearing it into thin strips while Willie yells at it, until Willie opens the door. He will jump on Willie and lick him. Willie’s house will be
neater than when he left it but the lawn will need to be mowed. His family is
happy to see him after his two-week business trip. He is happy to see his family
after his two-week vacation to the lodge with her, the one he never talks about.
Cannot ever talk about.

I don’t know Willie. I’ve never met, seen, or talked to Willie Jackson. I’ve only
heard his name called on an airport intercom.



Untitled
Bojan Zivanic

I always hated physics. The spoon, the spoon! …and remember the time you

were burning plastic in the school backyard and Adi singed half ya head? And
you thought it was the single most traumatic experience, the most excruciating
level of unexpected, dull pain you’d ever feel, eh? And then twenty-something
years later: a god immanent; a moment you’d never forget, and will keep haunting you. The way the sting of the wound and searing flesh numbs all other
senses and leaves them mired in a blur of background noise, and it’s all there
is… that beta-t equals approximately four c over five k times t, bling, get me my
bling the keys the keys!

Now your world is minimized to a binary limbo of morphine analgesics bliss,

and fleeting moments of lucidity and guilt. If you had only known you’d be
deepthroating a feeding tube for the rest of your days, you might have reconsidered… you don’t even know how much of your body is still left there, can’t
quite see, the oblong metal box is in the way. You don’t mind it, except you’d
really want this ersatz coffin to have some space for your head, sometimes you
have these crazy visions they’ll bury you decapitated. Sometimes. But it doesn’t
matter anymore… oh somebody answer the phone, I called in.. the bedsores, I-I
called in sick, aww! You always knew it would come to this, didn’t you, you and
your stupid speed and adrenaline fixation! You knew you never could gratify it!
That’s why you kept running, you were running to this moment’s embrace; the
family, all the love, friendships, problems… all of it wiped out of your paradigm
in one flash. Happiness? Nah, the next best thing.



Attempt for the
Beginning of a Story
in Vladimir Nabokov’s Style
Christina Popova

The gentleman with the cashmere greatcoat and unbelievably shiny shoes
approached me.

“Would you like to join me for a glass of scotch? It seems we are both waiting for
someone that is not coming. I don’t mind company in this not so pleasant activity. And you look like a person who drinks his alcohol with no ice.”
“I am inclined to accept your invitation if you share with me one of the cigars
that you were smoking a while ago.”
“That’s something I was going to offer anyway.” He stroked his brilliant hair.

I was not waiting for anyone so I followed the gentleman to the bar of

the hotel. I was pleased to find that I was not the only American in the hotel. Of course, I was not dying to hear his position on capital punishment
or his comments on the government’s social policy but I did not want
to listen to the voice in my head anymore. You can put it that way, my
highly cherished reader, I was bored of my personage. I can’t remember
how many times I went around the room last night talking to the Dictaphone trying to dress into words the existential problems my personage
was troubled with.

I discovered that my thoughts are more consistent when I am naked.

Cloth seems to hinder the natural outflow of original ideas. For my last
book I spent two weeks in the villa of a friend that was isolated in the
forest and I did not put any clothes while I was there. I lied naked on the
grass, I ran in the forest, I took a shower in the birdbath, I slept and ate
naked. You think anybody saw me? I don’t know. I have a proportional
body, almost hairless (almost but for my genital hair) with naturally
well-shaped muscles so, my highly cherished reader, I don’t think there is
anything I should be ashamed of even if someone got the chance to come
in contact with my nudity. You should excuse me for this little digression


but when it comes to my body I become verbose.

Last night, though, I put on a silk dressing gown to get inspiration from

the interaction of the delicate fabric with my not so delicate skin. But the
result was not as remarkable as I’d hoped. From all the gibberish I recorded in six hours, this morning I was only able to put together a half-page
paragraph. The problem with this book is the absence of a hidden message. The main character exists only on one level and that makes my story
flat. I tolerate anything but flatness. Back to Mr. Shiny Shoes-he looked
anything but flat. I asked him:
“What brought you to Paris-business or pleasure?” I did not say I cannot be polite- uninterested does not mean impolite.
“I, myself, have been trying to figure this out for the last thirty years.”
“Did you figure it out?”
“I figured out that finding answers doesn’t bring peace, it just makes a place for
other questions.”
“How did you know that I drink my scotch with no ice?”
“I didn’t know. Do you drink it with no ice?”
“I don’t”

He leaned on the bar and ordered a glass of double scotch with no ice and
a glass of double scotch with ice.



Cameliu Miron

Renegade
“Mincing words is no easy task.”
said a phrase scribbled
across the middle of a pillar.
It reminded me of those times
too brightly colored,
twisting life out of my eyes
in an attempt to make me a believer.
Inquisition and the echo of a Russian car
provided the perfect setting -room and board and a screwed-up past;
so, passing my fingers through my hair,
took a deep breath
and let myself slip
into the molten summer sun.
There, between the charred walls of my skull,
thoughts ran out of steam.
I became a poet, a fake carpenter, a screen addict,
made time wear itself thin,
experimented with keys, paper and electricity
running away from myself -a corpse.
Strangers picked me up from the roadside -they were the friends I had never known before;
I turned and waved the middle finger
at the walls of the holy city
and realized there is no sweeter smile
than that of a renegade
walking away
amid green pastures.



The place and Its Reflections
Today I did my laundry in the basement
leaving the door half-open,
for any half-spoken circumlocutions,
those that you so much enjoy typing
into the fabric of your thoughts,
like gaudy patches on an evening dress
without a collar, one sleeve
shorter than the other.
The big T painted on your back
reminded me of an Egyptian cross.
‘Spare me that brainy talk,’ you said,
but it was already too late,
I knew the answer and the riddle was solved,
so you dissolved into the laughter of the evening.
Big deal this reception, I observed,
it’s time for me to check my laundry,
it must be dry by now, so better hurry down,
if I still want to pace that floor again...
The basement door was open, and the draught
blew some dust off my knees;
so I stopped to watch, and wondered
if prayer was among my daily subroutines.
‘If I can move, then I can pray, I said;
so dust creeps up; why should I be afraid?



Undercover
We used to meet
in the dimly-lit hall
and step on the tiles
of cold neutrality
with feigned confidence,
keeping before our eyes
the formal twist
of our missions.
No weapons loaded,
just the elusive looks
that made all defences futile;
and still I could sense
among the lines
the continuum of your pulse -an ice-cold power
under a gentle guise.
When our eyelids began
to mix sleep and laughter,
we revealed our fatal flaws -emptiness on your part
too much life on mine.



Ploiesti, August 1943
I cannot tell if I survived or not;
the fiery voices must have left a blur
too heavy on my eyes - when midnight struck
the birds were on the wing, still outside
our spinning breath; an echo faint,
herald of doom, hung over pipes and tracks -the fortress was to fall, half-severed; now
it lay steeped in a dreamless slumber -- one
dark slothful behemoth inviting
the drops of thunder.
The sky and earth switched places for a while -and rain was leashing upwards, then it swooped
down on us in massive hordes of hail,
plasmatic sights arose -- as if to show
what Dante meant when saying ‘netherworld’;
a flattened urn with clouds on the bottom,
where desperation fought and gasped for life,
smokestacks and tracks together, underlining
the web of deadly strife.
The birds delivered handshakes of departure
to some of us, but I woke up anew,
all traces gone, and here I stand for you,
to tell the story of a past when few
suspected the return would be so true.



Dance
Anush Babajanyan

-

Straighter. What is this? Do you think this is straight? Do you think
you’re keeping it straight? Is this straight?

-

No, I don’t think this is straight.

Vika doesn’t think at times. Vika is insane.
Vika can’t straighten up her legs and back enough. She is in general not

the best of dancers. She thinks they took her into the academy because
she has an appropriate body. Her thin bones are covered with the thinnest skin. Her face is too pale. Her brown hair is tied very tight. Although
the expression on her face is too sleepy, it produces an incomprehensible
assurance. Something in her movements is too smooth but also pleasant.
She talks endlessly, about as much as four people would.

A year later Vika will start going for treatment.
So far she lives in an apartment with her 20-year-old girlfriend, and at-

tends the dance hall a mile away from the apartment. Vika’s girlfriend
is always there to help. She’s been brought up to be like that. Sometimes
Vika feels she was the one who brought her up, although those kinds of
thoughts are never really considered.

And Vika’s dance hall has lots of mirrors… Sometimes they make her feel
that there are more than just three people in the room. It makes her feel
more comfortable.

She’s in the hall with her teacher, and this other…this strangely other…
whoever this strangely other is… her presence is making Vika want to
throw up. And they get to know each other.

-

All right, so what that you don’t dance well? You know me now.
It’s all crazy…


-

I don’t want it all to be crazy. Normal, normal, normal...
We are normal.

But somehow this dancer doesn’t feel all that normal, although the things
she does are usually correct and taken care of, like her walk- the careful
step on the toe and then softly on the rest of the foot. She’s a real dancer.
That slick smile she has and the shiny bones… People would say it’s the
skin that shines. But Vika knows better, what shines and what doesn’t.

- And I certainly do not shine, - Vika says to her teacher when the other
dancer is a little far.

- You want to shine? Raise your leg like this! And your nose… Raise
your nose. Raise your goddamn nose! Be in the air!

- I am in the air…
The teacher stops.
Who do I look like to you? Did I allow you to speak?
Mam, you’re exaggerating your efforts…
Why, those 40-year-old greasy hair and brown suits hardly allow anyone
to do anything. But the teacher doesn’t say much and goes away. Then
the dancer goes. Then Vika goes.

A mile away from the apartment where Vika lives alone there’s a deserted
dance hall.

Vika doesn’t dance well because of the other dancer, because of the girl-

friend, and because of the dance teacher. And because, some days she
doesn’t practice at all. She doesn’t practice because she doesn’t know she
should. Sitting within the walls of her empty apartment she tries to remember.

And when the days between four walls become more often, she starts going for treatment. And she doesn’t dance any more.
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Frank
Mariya Mitova

1. Frank Gelberwald Henry III
2. Frankie
3. Male
4. 29
5. Freckles, glasses, thick hair and beard, dark-haired, good taste for

clothes and accessories, casual dress, good and expensive perfumes, has
dandruff, long tender and sensitive fingers, long straight perfect nose, irregular and crooked but healthy teeth, dark-eyed, very skinny, humped,
never sweats, half-closed eyelids, white dry skin, already some wrinkles
around the mouth and eyes, haircut unidentifiable, just cut in some homely shape, nothing special, often has dark circles under the eyes.

6. Bachelor of Science from a university in Europe. Studied biology and
biochemistry.

7. Research assistant, who also writes the press releases for a small pharmaceutical company. The company specializes in allergy medicines. His
father set him up with this job because he’s close to the owner.

8. Earns more than his Master’s degree friends. Comes from a big, lowincome family. Gives money to family sometimes.

9. Not married. Girlfriend of seven years.
10. Caucasian.
11. Slight southern accent, but not obtrusive; polite and quiet.
12. The oldest café in town on Riverside street; library; his best friend

James’s place downtown; his mom and dad’s place where his two brothers and sister live; movie theater; goes to the city once a month to attend
punk and metal concerts in a dilapidated building.

13. Laptop with Internet, a car, a book of Tibetan exercises.
14. Draws the molecules of the medicines his company produces with

fluorescent marker on little plastic plates. He gives those out to his friends
as presents. Reads books. Goes bicycling along the river with his girlfriend Maya. Sticks all the postcards people send him from around the
world on the wall in his kitchen. Drinks coffee with one cigarette every
11

morning. Drinks vodka or whiskey if he wants to get drunk. Drives
around in his car and plays punk rock, jazz or trance.

15. At daybreak, he sometimes imagines he is having sex with a man.

Knows that his girlfriend wants to marry, but marriage terrifies and appalls him. Wants to donate sperm so that there is something left after him
for sure. Wants to travel around the world, but has to give money to his
family and stick with his girlfriend. Thinks if he doesn’t do his Tibetan
exercises, his muscles would slacken. He’s determined to read a book by
every Nobel Prize winning author.

16. Men are stronger and smarter than women. Science is the ultimate

knowledge; everything can be explained by science except the beginning
of the universe. There is afterlife.

17. Used to be an anarchist, then democrat, now doesn’t care as long as
there is peace.

18. At 17 he had sex for the first time with a girl aged 13. She was his girl-

friend for almost four years and he never had sex with another girl during
that time. From 21 till he was 22, Frank had sex with five girls, one was
his age, four were younger than him. At 22 he met Maya and had sex with
her on the first night that they met. At 25, at a concert in a crowded dark
club, he let a man his age kiss him on the mouth, neck and belly. He had
never felt so excited in his life. For the seven years with Maya though, he
never cheated on her.

19. Wishes to become head of the research department at the pharmaceutical company. Wants to go for a Master’s degree in the Netherlands.

20. Born in a family of Atheists. Interested in Eastern religions.
21. Has no superstitions. Fears marriage, children, war, baldness, sickness, getting fired from his job.

22. A man kissed him when he was 25. This made him feel good and he

likes to think about it sometimes. He has a journal. Hates to talk to Maya’s
relatives. Wrote a love poem for a girl when he was 15. Flaws – sometimes
tries to please his parents too much. Sometimes is too sensitive and gets
offended easily. Has dandruff.

23. Reads quite a lot. Used to read comics books, anarchist and cyber

punk literature. Now likes biographies because they inspire him. Favorite
authors – William Gibson, Ernest Hemingway and Astrid Lindgren from
his childhood. He’s subscribed to two Biology journals, and one Chemistry journal. Listens to music all the time. As a teenager, he listened
to punk. Then he moved on to jazz and trance but still listens to punk
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from time to time, mainly at concerts. He likes to spend money on sound
equipment.

24. Eats primarily vegetables and occasionally pork. Loves yoghurt, ice

cream, corn, coffee, pears, soups and mint jellies. Prefers to cook his own
meals and rarely goes to restaurants.

25. Mother – a high school teacher in Chemistry. Father – a retired fire

fighter, now works part-time as an appraiser for a small insurance company. Brothers and sister – Alexander, 21 – studies to become a vet; Ryan,
20 – works in a bakery; sister – Faith, 13 -studies Latin and Greek at a classical high school in the city. Friends – Maya, 29 – copy editor at the local
newspaper; James, 27 – does nothing, received a lot of money at 20 when
his rich parents died; Simon, 29 – went to school with Frank, now has a
photo shop; Helen, 31 – a former alcoholic, now a salesclerk at a music
shop.

26. Frank dreams of huge crimson tsunami waves engulfing his broth-

ers and sister. He dreams of Maya. He sometimes dreams of becoming a
father, which makes him sick in the morning. His favorite dream is about
*					
*					
*
his bed hovering above the river at night.

27. Hates people who talk a lot, Maya’s bad mood, menstruation, people
in
uniforms, TV, the smell of lavender, rum, gin, chicken.
28.10.2005
Yesterday, after Maya left, I made six freakies in a row. This is my person-

al record so far. I don’t know, I just kept making them. It was like I was in
some kind of a dream. Maybe it was because Maya kept telling me stuff
about how the mayor was appropriating money from I don’t know what
programs and all of the time I was drifting away and not really listening
to her. Sometimes she just goes on and on, man, it’s scary. I’m gonna give
all ‘em freakies to Ryan. He’s been whining about freakies for a couple
a days now anyways. They turned out pretty weird too. I made ascorbic
acid, quinine, retinol palmitate, vitamin A, estrogen, and then I made the
mandatory morphine. Morphine I actually made with a fluorescent marker, just to be nasty.

Today was a tiring day for real. But I’ve vowed not to talk to you about

it cause it only makes me feel shitty when I think about it again. Suffice it
to say I had to send the press release to fucking Astrapharm, zie fucking
cunts. Just the name, man… the horror… next thing you know Richard
fucking Lee comes walking through the door waving the fucking press
release and slamming it on my desk like the piece of shit he thinks it is.
Then he starts preaching this god-awful sermon about the spirit of Astrapharm that I should try “a taaaad harder” to comprehend before I sit
13

down and write a press release for them. Jesus Christ!!!!!! But, nuff said. I
know god will smite Richard Lee one day for being a menace to the entire
human race. Ha.

The day before yesterday I got a package from Simon. He never told me

he sent me a package, and when I got it, I was like, fuck yeah! He sent me
a cd with Japanese music, which is weird as shit but I think Maya will
like it, she invariably likes every weirdness on earth. I love you, Maya.
There was also a set of two tea cups wrapped in bubble wrap with smiley
faces (!!?!!). The cups are beautiful. Maya loved them. I love them. They’re
all black and they have no handles. I don’t know what they’re made of,
looks like porcelain, but when you hold the cup, even if the tea is hot, the
cups are still cold on the outside. The Japanese are insane, this is for sure.
There was also a postcard from Osaka. I can’t believe the beauty man.
It’s from a totally different world. I don’t know if they photoshopped the
picture, I think not. But the green is just so incredible. It’s the most glamorous natural (if it is indeed natural) green I have seen in my LIFE. Simon
wrote, “Japanese chicks are exquisite and crazy.” I think Japan is really
doing something to this guy. Anyways, I just stuck the postcard right in
the middle of the wall and it’s like some funky green emerald right in the
middle of my freaking kitchen.

Tryin to think of what else good happened lately … a man has to stay

positive... no shit. I finished One Hundred Years of Solitude. Gimme a
medal! The names, man, and everything, I mean, whoa! And to think that
this is Helen’s favorite author tshhhhshshsh. Maybe she read it in Spanish
and this made like, a light-years difference. That’s gotta be it. Next, I think
is, Wislawa Szymborska. A Polish chick. They’re sexy.

James just called. High as a mother. Or maybe high and drunk. I don’t

know, all I know is he asked me why I was calling him, how did I know
he was giving a party, heh. Anyways, he had some intriguing offer for
“an Indian evening.” He said he ordered taystay Indian food and he got
some Indian movies. He even invited some Indian chicks, man, he’s crazy.
So. Now I’ll say it’s kinda late and I gotta get up early tomorrow and I
have to clean cause mom and dad will come and aaaaaaaaaah. So that
said, I’m going to James’s. I’m hopeless. I always go. Maya would spit in
my face if she was here and rightfully so. I love her. Bis bald, I’m off.
*					

*					

*

How can people sleep until one in the afternoon on Sundays and he just
14

pops his eyes wide open no later than eight? This was the question that
troubled Frank while he was taking the first sip of his bitter instant coffee.

He yawned, scratched his greasy and itchy head and looked at the post-it
on his desktop. Twice underlined, the title smirked at him - “(yet another)
TO DO LIST MMMM.”

First, Rework Astrapharm press release.
Frank pressed his sore eyelids and two colorful explosions burst under

his cold fingertips. It’s because people don’t dream about stars sucked by
perfectly black abysses, and meteors shattering the earth and tearing the
seas apart, and scarlet tsunami rising to the dusty heavens and devouring their girlfriends, and girlfriends standing on the shore talking in fast
motion until one colossal wave wipes them off and the cold foamy waters
penetrate their gurgling throats and burst their lungs to pieces.

Frank rubbed his teary eyes and looked past the monitor out the win-

dow. The sun was ashy and distant and looked exactly like a full moon.
The street and the lime trees on the sidewalk were the same shade of
gray. Frank sat rapt at his desk holding the steaming cup of coffee in both
hands. The warm wave from the heater went from his head to his feet,
then up again.

He swallowed the coffee in a few massive gulps, then got up and flung

the windows open. The morning leapt inside the cozy sleepy room. Shivering in his underpants, Frank stood in the middle of the room and tried
to keep a straight posture for the first of his Tibetan exercises.

He fixed his stare at the black and white picture of his mother and father
on the wall and spread his arms. He swished to the left.

15

A twenty-two short

(From cemetery to tunnel)
Nino Gugushvili

Her hands were cold, clenching an empty twenty-two. Jane stared at the
still body as the hollowness of the tunnel echoed trickling dew.

At father’s grave, the ground was messed; her black dog busy chew-

ing cheekbones. Since the funeral two years ago, Sparkie dwelled on the
cemetery, growing old and skinny. Today, at last, Jane put the barrel
inside her pocket, resolved to end its misery. But the picture mesmerized.
Oblivious, she watched her father disintegrate into thousands of particles,
spinning off in different directions, injecting themselves into surrounding matter, and disappearing inside the salivating mouth of her own dog.
Heat rose inside her veins, synapses and muscles. But, the familiar odor
scared Sparkie. Immediately, hind legs tore off the ground, shooting back
pieces of gravel. Jane leapt after the dog. So the chase began.

Past tombstones and acacias, past cemetery gates and into the city,

Sparkie fled, sharp ears squeezed back, tongue on the side. Jane followed,
bitterness clogging her throat. “Sparkie! Here, boy!” She called with
forced tenderness, gulping in air. But the dog sensed threat in her voice.
So they ran.

They ran on sidewalks, avoiding cars, crushing into pedestrians. One

hour…two. Sweat covered Jane’s face, as the steel in her pocket became
heavier. Other than that, she didn’t feel fatigue. As the sun began to set,
the distance between them decreased. And she heard Sparkie’s breath. “It
will soon end.”

The road turned left, and a gaping tunnel swallowed first the dog, then

– the human. Inside the tunnel, darkness turned inches to miles, a meekly
illuminated wall at the end. Sparkie reached it first. Not a single crack or
opening.

“Aaaaaaaaa!” Jane penetrated space, discharging all six at the wall. Smoke covered eyes, and wrapped nostrils as Jane came to a halt. Her heart ran offbeat, but
hands were cold, clenching the empty twenty-two.
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The Censor
(an excerpt)
Michael Harris Cohen
I. Accelerando:
Doomed be the fatherland, false name, / Where nothing thrives but

disgrace and shame, / Where flowers are crushed before they unfold, / Where
the worm is quickened by rot and mold - We weave, we weave.1

Now the words are no longer so easily read. Elusive letters. B’s mutate to D’s,

and F’s sometimes to T’s. How can words conform when the letters themselves
are capricious before his eyes? Sometimes he reads whole chapters before recognizing a fatal error he’s committed for pages—misreading Danton as Antoinette,
or hovels for shovels.

He admits to no one, now, what he secretly thinks. He has no one to tell his

secrets anyway. If he trusted himself to create words, if he trusted words themselves still, he would write: I am a climbing a mountain that grows three steps to
my every one.

He excises without authority. He excises, now, for comfort: The black passages
are easy on his eyes. The black passages he can read without the glass’s aid.
When going back, he magnifies only the naked words, mouthing them one by
one. His right eye is stronger than the left so he favors that. The glass makes it
monstrous over the words. A Cyclops moving over the lines.

Naked, yes. Language is naked.
He remembers saying to a publisher: Would you send your daughter into the
streets of Marburg naked? Language is the same. It must be cloaked or it is
obscene. (Perhaps it was this man who insulted him that day?)

1

From The Silesian Weavers, Heinrich Heine
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“But…Censorships should not muzzle literature. It should not fault the perceptions and opinions of others according to the idiosyncrasies of one man’s point
of view.”

To this: I am the dresser. Sometimes nothing but a pair of stockings is needed. When
necessary, a full nun’s habit.

But how many words since then? And all the spaces between the words that

cannot be removed or covered, pregnant with a meaning he cannot abort. He has
thought, at times, that these pages sprang from wood and the wood from trees.
In the morning, hearing the paper flutter from the draft in his cramped room,
he’s thought the paper still alive, as though it possessed a memory of being a
tree. As though it continued to grow, creating a forest in his room. He does not
remember why he is afraid of forests.

He does not remember being lost in the forest as a child. He was too young and
too old now. He had wandered from the path. When the sun set on him, trees
tightened above and he called his father’s name, again and again, until they
found him. He welcomed the spankings that came as they brought him home,
fed him warm milk, and put him to bed. He does not remember this just as he
cannot remember words that bubble from his mouth in dreams.

Who could say if these are the same words he cuts, words maybe imprisoned

in him, gathering numbers, breaking free when he’s defenseless in sleep. He
remembers only images from his dreams: A shattered wine glass, a woman with
no face, a tree growing from his chest, a road without end. In dreams his eyes
work as they once did in waking life. The other senses are dulled in dreams, or
it least he think this is so. Has he ever remembered a sound or a smell from a
dream?

He remembers the laughter of the town the day he was insulted. This is not a
dream.

Sometimes he believes it is the words that have robbed his sight. Not the strain

of reading but the words themselves. Each inked letter stops the light and gathers together more darkness to fill his eyes. The letters sometimes scramble like
insects on the page, running from his eye, his pen. He must press his nose almost to the page and he has come to despise the smells of paper and ink. Still, he
often works through the night, though it hardly matters—night…day—his lamp
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turned up full to contest the gloom.

Overhead the stars will hover. Lamps to give the dead their light.
He wonders at all the thoughts his mind has been forced to ingest. He cannot
choose his books. They are delivered to him and range from poetry to botany
to… Everything written must be read, weighed for the tiny seeds of revolt. So
many words, the world traveled from his tiny desk, and yet when he closes the
covers of a book and moves to the next he can hardly remember a jot of what
he’s read. Where do these things go, then, he wonders. There is no excretory
process for the mind, where do these things go?

Morning walks used to clear his head. He remembers the wonder of the fog from
the mountains, censoring the towers of the church or the entirety of the castle
in its white haze. His town would vanish only to reappear as he made his way
back home while the sun rose and burned off the mist.

At first he thought the sun rose later and later. Now he knows his world will

disappear, piece by piece, forever. He walks in perpetual dusk, his cane feeling
for missing cobbles just as his pen searches for holes in judgment. He has stared
at the sun, too long, wondering where its brightness has gone.

He must shave by touch. He keeps his hair short and smoothes it down con-

stantly. He no longer eats in cafes, too embarrassed by how his fingers must
convey food to fork. He assumes all those he talks to smile because to think
otherwise would be too much to bear. He counts steps between rooms, knowing
there will be a day when he must know such things. He sometimes wakes in the
hour of the wolf and believes he is still asleep and wishes for the final darkness
of death.

Yet he’s amazed at the things he never noticed before: The tang of the fog. The
soft creak of the wooden bridges as he crosses the river. The many smells of
women passing in the street. The sounds of his neighbors making love at midday. The sound of a lie.

Karl, you may leave the job, of course, when you find a replacement for yourself. For
now it is a Munus Publicum, my old friend. You are entrusted with a duty vital for
the safety of your people. He heard the lie in the Minister’s lips, they way they
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smacked between the words, as though the words themselves were bitter tasting. He knows he will never leave this job.

He knows, too, he could not survive on his salary from the library alone and

can barely complete the work he’s given there. He cannot even shelve books
any more. The other men there dislike him. He can tell by the way they move
around him, as if old age and blindness were contagious. He has heard the
Grimm brothers making jokes at his expense. Behind his back they call him the
“Old Bear.” They never seem to do their assigned work, talk too much, and he
remembers seeing them reading books that are banned. (Perhaps one of the
brother’s Grimm had affixed the insult to his back?) He overheard one of them
(Jacob?) whispering:

The number of novels and plays is so vast, and the of reading most of them so

dreadful and tiresome that even for a simple man of letters (which he knew by
Jacob’s arrogant tone he clearly did not think he, himself, was) it would be a burden to acquaint himself with such books, not to mention actually reading them.

He had tsked loud enough for them to hear and they had shuffled to another

part of the library where their words were no more than the sounds of rustling
paper. How long ago had that been? Only the memory of the words remained.
The truth of them

Perhaps if he could spend his life on a single book. Each day he would strike

out a little more until nothing but a few words remained among the black. He
imagines this as though he is a sculptor and words his medium, chipping away
until what remains is nothing but essences. But this is impossible. He is surrounded by the never ending dreams of writers. They are legion. They write
through days and nights while he must stop to eat, to sleep. Each Monday the
books are brought to his door like small bundles of stove wood.

There is the occasional pleasure of seeing writers do his work for him, antici-

pating what he will strike out and censoring it themselves. He imagines a day
when he is obsolete, a day when all writers fear a censor that no longer even exists. But there are so many more writers who taunt him with their daring, or who
do not even care to sign their names to their work. How many books written by
this Anonymous? This writer like a fish never seen, leaving only his thoughts
like bubbles on the surface. Perhaps it was Anonymous that day….
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Breathing You
Andreea Ceplinschi
Tangerine flowers, my expectations,
citrus-scented dreams
of your fingers sinking in my flesh.
Your breath crushes me
like dark wood crushes waves
in Japanese paintings.
Your kisses bruise me
like hungry teeth bruise peaches
in soft summer nights.
Your chest falls upon me
like silence falls in a temple
at the time of twilight.
Inside me you bloom
a purple orchid
with haunting midnight eyes
to make my breasts blush warmly.
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Filitsa Mullen

Anaktoria
Anaktoria, so blue,
you have been making bread
since the second month
of the first day your left foot
straddled the Atlantic.
Now you know what bitter bread tastes like.
Your admirers watched your slender hands
caress the dough
and mesmerized themselves into writing poems
on their palms
which they forgot when they touched the hot soup bowl
of another.
Anaktoria, you thought then
that bread dough is like a new-born child
silky and sticky from the womb;
it breathes and smells of labor.
Now, Anaktoria, so blue
your hands are void
like your umbelus,
two sticks for the crows to perch on
this late Lent.
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Prodromos, the
Precursor—or the voice
crying in the wilderness
I have run rivers of sand
on the book of songs,
quenching my thirst on visions of you
undreamed to man.
I have slashed my lifeline
with rushes looking for signs of you,
your advent,
now your departure
fleeting to saints
to prophets and the mute.
My divinations are vacant
like a room uninhabited since
the end of time—the beginning of pain
the stab in the womb,
with my finger-prints
I touch your voice
that called me
--disguised in my sounds-the night I heard your unborn despair
on the wet pillow
between my legs.
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Excerpts from MESH-SILHOUETTES TOWARD
COLLA Q----ACEPHALE

1.Hoolahoop spinning
Perhaps Mullt hopes that in writing his adventure he will enable some

coherent meaning to emerge from it. Firstly, the fact that he will list in
chronological order events which are inextricably mixed in his memory
or reveal themselves in accordance with emotional criteria ought, in some
measure, to explain them. He also thinks that within this first order the
necessities of syntactic construction will bring out clearly the connections
between cause and effect. There will however be gaps in his story, things
left unclear, even contradictions. Either because he takes certain facts for
granted, or because for one reason or another, he passes over his own
motivations, in silence. Indeed as he writes his confusion will get worse.
In the end he reminds the reader of someone who, undeterred by discouragement, bleakly persists in going over again the instructions for use
and assembly of an elaborate piece of machinery, unable to resign himself to the fact that the loose parts which he keeps trying to put together,
rejects in turn, and takes up again, cannot be fit together to make either
the machine described by the directions in the catalogue or quite clearly
any other machine, but only a grating set of gears with no other function
but to destroy and kill a discourse before falling to pieces and destroying
itself.

To imagine Mullt therefore, sitting at table, the table perhaps placed

before an open window, looking out on the peaceful countryside, or
moorland, or at the sea, or a street at the end of which he can again see
cars stopping at the traffic light, pedestrians crossing, the cars moving
off again, people going into shops, coming out again, buying newspapers, leading children by the hand, passing each other by without haste,
the street lamps lighting up at nightfall, the traffic and the pedestrians
gradually thinning out, then the untroubled night setting in completely
in which the audience goes undisturbed to the cinema, returns untrou24

bled from it without quickening its pace, taking refuge in a doorway
only because a downpour is brewing or has burst and not because they
have heard the sound of a car engine, the car itself when it goes by carrying only people who are going home equally peacefully…the street soon
almost completely deserted, the lighted windows going out one after the
other, everyone tucked up in bed inside the houses…he tries to make all
that comprehensible…quite obviously he is writing (or rather speaking)
with a particular audience in mind, an audience whose inclinations and
opinions he knows and whose reactions he can foresee…sitting there at
his table, it will be as if he were talking to himself in the silence, interrupting himself perhaps from time to time to raise his hand to his neck,
then starting to write again or rather to talk in his toneless, slightly husky
voice, sounding like a gasp, with his attention very much turned to his
invisible audience…an audience made up of people who are with a few
variations like so many faithful replicas of himself.

This time again it was one of those sheets of paper, warm to the touch,

creamy and slightly rippled, on which the hand press had printed in hollows as on imperishable material (one could feel them as one ran one’s
finger over it) engraved characters traced by hand, not absolutely regular
and with some slight smudges in the down strokes, square, categorical.
The whole did not quite take up four sheets of octavo, the first of which
bore at its head in small capitals the word:

3. Projection room of Colla Q
…The very bowels of the world spread out, still streaming, more or less

contained in the narrow tip-up seats whose creaking, mixed with those of
the peanut shells, with the wailing of young babies and the high-pitched
sound of the piano, provided equally a background noise for the silent
dialogues and endless clinches, the dense cloud of coagulated smoke
floating like a canopy above the heads of the spectators, undulating, rippling gently, crossed by slow syrupy swirls, twisting and untwisting with
reptilian sloth, its curls pierced by the bluish beam shooting from the projection room which revealed its slow drifts like a sort of roe, of placenta,
appearing and disappearing in the oblique, pyramidal shaft of light, rigid,
manifold, changing brusquely, moving from silver to gray, striped, dividing , mixing, splitting at the whim of the images whose alterations, modifications, seemed to be dictated, above the sputtering of the machinery by
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a series of clicks which provoked the succession on the screen of chases,
facetious jokes by obese comedians, duels, or the face of that actress with
the chalky mask or rather(in the jerky fuzziness of the poor projection,
the shakiness of the sooty and sharply contrasted images) sooty (evocative of those photographs of nebulae in which against a background of
impenetrable darkness there appear, with blurred contours, terrifying and
vertiginous, the glow of millions of suns), stained by the dark fruit of her
painted lips, her eyes enlarged by fear, whilst she moved around, unreal
and ghostlike in semi-darkness, as if the projector in the cabin had pinned
her against the brick wall, was tracking her down as she fled bewildered,
beset, crouching behind a row of dull metal dustbins, wildly followed by
the anthracite eyes, glowing in the dark, of the primitive tribes occupying in clans, in whole families, the rows of seats and who seemed like so
many living repudiations of the fake princesses or Hollywood stars got
up in glass trinkets, appearing (or rather materializing from out of the
darkness; it was like a sort of chaotic swarming, the chaotic awaking, the
chaotic hubbub of barbarian, infinite horde) when the screen dimmed
and there reappeared the mean light from the clusters of bulbs, resembling (the tribes) what they were like at the beginning of time, they, their
skeletal or enormous women, sometimes even deformed, elephantine,
as if the immemorial laws of wandering and pillage had fashioned them
once and for all in the sole images of famine and feasting, as impassive,
as insensible, one would have said, in either of the two states, with taut
profiles of birds of prey or, on the contrary, their wide thick-featured faces
like those of Hindu gods, with thick lips, flat noses, cheeks pitted with
smallpox scars, their oily black hair drawn back into chignons, wrapped
up in their rags which occasionally revealed full swarthy breasts, its
plum-colored nipple smeared with milk, sticky, from which they pulled
the lips of their new-born ginger-bread babies, with their closed eyes,
their minute and tragic clenched hands, like little dead things which,
whilst they buttoned themselves up, they put into arms of their companions with their assassins heads biblically surrounded by biblical swarms
of shaggy children covered in filth, with their tousled mops and shiny
upper lips; after which(after having, against the background of clattering
tip-up seats, crushed under foot the peanut shells and skins scattered over
the floor) they (the schoolboys) found themselves outside again, their ears
buzzing, their cheeks alight and their heads heavy, flushed, blinking in
the blinding afternoon light, expelled from the fallacious warm shelter
where for three hours they had lived an existence of pretence through
pretend adventures, finding themselves once again on the pavement
amongst the matriarchal and malodorous bronze deities, undaunted, their
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swarms of brats, their men equally emaciated or obese, prolific, invested
with occult powers which allowed them the gift not of casting spells or
of predicting the future but in some manner foreshadowing it, that is of
speeding up time, blending past present and future in one melting pot, assimilating, transforming into archaic, primitive, broken up objects all that
they came near to or touched, returning to chaos, to original matter(rust,
mud, rot-in the same way they could indiscriminately reduce to the same
common denominator of filth, foul odors, rivers of excrement, wrecks
or pigsty, and dwelling, whether it was made of reeds, oil drums or
concrete) the most robust and sophisticated products in the world that
surrounded them: bicycles, sewing machines, screeching radios or those
old American cars, battered, flaking, both skeletal and huge, into which
one could see them, at last in breathable air, clambering in hordes, wild,
lousy and disdainful, the old bangers moving off in jerks amid a protest
of tortured gears( the rigid scarecrow busts tipping backwards with one
movement then as if corrected by an invisible spring, brought to the vertical again, stiff, as if carved in wood, sinister) and disappearing, their loads
carried off again or rather carried back to those depths, that beyond(or
that within) where they seemed to be kept in reserve, only brought out
for a brief appearance, the unchallengeable categorical conservation in
human form of violence in its pure state: then he was (the boy- that is no
longer a body then, grown into a man by a brusque change in the space
of a fraction of a second, projected as defenseless as a newborn baby into
what one might call the hidden face of things, so much so that he was to
ask himself whether the years that had passed, in the meantime had not
had, in fact, even less reality, even less stability, than the illusory fictions
in which the black and white two dimensional characters moved, loved,
confronted one another in the heart of a forth dimension, time subjected
to terrifying compressions, staggering cancellations or regressions, that is
where two scenes two tableaux, two episodes which followed each other
immediately on the screen were separated only by the brief appearance
of a board on which sparkled the shaking contours of the letters edged
with smudges, excrescences that stuck out and then disappeared, like
the bubbling of fusing and phosphorescent matter) short notices such as:
and the following day… or fifteen years later…or even: some years later,
savagely assailed there as when leaving the room, whose lights the little
old man with the cap shut off one after the other and then closed the door,
incredulous, too bewildered, too indignant for the moment to be capable
of fear, deafened by the cluster of bombs dropped with the indifference
of birds…
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Dialogue
Lance Biggers
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“Er, ok, I’ll just touch it. I, I don’t know, I’ve never seen this.”
“Sure, just touch, put your fingers on it but don’t eat it.”
“I don’t wanna eat it. It’s, it’s dead.”
“ Of course it’s dead. We killed it.”
“YOU killed it. But why?”
“Why? Why? ‘Cuz we gotta eat.”
“That?”
“Why not?”
“I don’t know what it is.”
“It’s a fucking animal.”
“How do you know?”
“It moves doesn’t it?”
“It did. But, but, you, you wanna eat it?”
“Why not?”
“’Cuz what the fuck is it?!”
“An animal or something.”
“I’ve never seen one like that.”
“Fuck it, you can starve out here. But I’m-“
“Where?”
“Where what?
“Starve where?”
“Here.”
“Yeah, but where is here?”
“Here is here. We’re here. Are you gonna help me?”
“But we gotta do. We gotta find. We gotta, gotta-“
“Gotta what? Eat.”
“NO! We gotta find home?”

-

“And where the fuck is that?”

-

“Five.”

-

“I can’t, not here.”

“NOT HERE!”
“Why not? We’ve got food. Let’s eat.”
“NOT HERE! NOT HERE!”

“Calm the fuck down before I make you. Look, I don’t know
where the fuck we are, but we’re here, we’ve got a fire, we’ve got food,
and we’ve gotta eat. Where’s home? Who knows. What is it? I don’t
know. But, it’s got legs, it’s got eye, it’s got hair, it’s got a tail. I’m gonna
eat. You can starve if you want, but I’m gonna eat and then figure shit
out.”

me.”

“What?”
“It’s got five eyes.”
“So? Two for me, three for you.”
“They’re looking at me.”
“Neil, you need to eat. Then you’ll calm down.”
“They see us.”
“Shut up. It’s burning. Here, help me take it off the fire.”
“They’re looking at-“
“Goddamnit! Neil, I said I helped. Fucking shit’s hot, now help
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The Window
Ani Georgieva

Peter lay in the bed next to Catherine watching her. He usually woke be-

fore her. It wasn’t the morning sun that delighted him but the fresh scent
of wild orchid that her hair exuded. Her body moved slightly with each
breath she took. Her shoulders and back were bare.

They met a year ago on the same day Peter arrived in Amsterdam from

Prague. She was a bartender at a small but cozy coffee shop near the Red
Light district. He was short of money to pay his cappuccino and he was
surprised she wasn’t bothered when she told him: “you’ll come again
next week and you’ll pay then.” And although he never got her out of
his mind, he was too preoccupied with work and learning the Dutch
language to go and see her. It was a month later when he went back to
the café. As soon as Catherine saw him, she smiled and asked: “what
took you so long? Two euro is not so hard to find.” She did not accept the
money but she did agree to go out with him that night after she was done
with work.

He had not yet explored the nightlife of the city so she took him to a club
where the waitresses’ outfits were scarce and the too loud. “Do you come
here often,” Peter asked her.
“When I want to have fun, yes. But I don’t go out a lot. I’m sick of the cigarette
smoke and the smell of alcohol,” she said. “But you know, if you were my
boyfriend, I would have never taken you here. Look at these women serving
drinks.”
“Let’s go somewhere else then.”
Peter and Catherine left the club and strolled down a bridge.
“I’ll come and pick you up from work tomorrow and we can go and eat somewhere…” Peter said.
“I don’t think so. I’m quitting my job and I’ll go somewhere else,” she said.
“What? Where?”
“The Red Light. I’ve got an offer already and I’m starting tomorrow,” she said.
“The money is pretty good.”
“But how come? Are you sure you wanna do this? I mean, have you…”
“Don’t worry. It’s a job like any other. And it’s for a short period of time.”

He kicked a piece of stone and kept his look at the ground. He did not say
anything till they got to Catherine’s place.

“I’ll be with you then, if you need someone,” he said and kissed her on her fore-
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head.

Since that night, Peter went to Catherine’s place every evening. In a

month he moved into her house. He did not have many friends and
preferred to live with someone he knew, since many things bothered him
in the particular lifestyle here. Like the open curtains and the openness
everywhere. Keeping the blinds open in the house made him act unnaturally in his own home, since he felt he was being constantly observed. The
first remarks he got from his neighbours were not to draw the curtains.
“We’ve got nothing to hide, man!” they told him. And indeed, on his first
walk in the neighbourhood, he had seen through the windows families
having breakfast together, a man reading a paper in his living room and
children chasing a cat around; no one closed the blinds in this country.

The first time Peter had dinner with Catherine in their house, the blinds

were wide open at 7 p.m. when it was dark already and people passed by.
He felt tickles on his neck as his back faced the window. People probably
peeped into their kitchen, he told her then. She laughed at him and pulled
a joint out of her pocket. She said that would make him more comfortable with the morals. Peter accepted the joint, but he suffocated when he
inhaled the heavy smoke and couldn’t stop coughing for several minutes.
“You’re terrible company for smoking,” Catherine told him on several occasions.

After Catherine moved to the Red Light to work, Peter passed by her

working place only once, although his intentions were to be there every
single day and count exactly how many men took her service. His hands
shook and he couldn’t approach enough the window where she was
exposed. He stood in the middle of the bridge over the still water that
smelled of rotten flowers. He stopped there and stared at her figure. He
was as still as a statue for a few seconds. Catherine held a mirror in her
hand and applied lipstick. She smiled at two boys who stopped to look at
her. One of them went inside and Catherine pulled the curtains.

A cyclist passed by and woke Peter from his trance. He squeezed the

handrail of the bridge and moved his eyes from the window. Since then,
the image of her half-naked by the window haunted him every night.

Peter glanced at her again – she was still sleeping. The sheets revealed the
scar on her waist. It was left a few months ago by one of her clients pressing a knife against her stomach. She escaped, but the scar remained. She
couldn’t see that scar unless she twisted backwards to the mirror. But he
could. Soon, he hoped, that scar would disappear and they’d forget about
it. “Haven’t you had enough of it already?” he had asked her.
“I’ll quit when I want to,” she replied.
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Peter ran his fingers down her spine and she shivered. The corner of her
lips stretched slightly in a gentle smile. “Do you love me like I love you?”
he whispered in the quiet room. The morning sun sneaked through the
window in red-like stripes. He did not want to wake her up yet. Another
day, throughout which he would think about her and the other men.

He got up and headed for the wardrobe. He collected some of his clothes
into a bag. He went to the bathroom and put his toiletries in the bag,
too. Peter knew he would go to the same hostel where he spent his first
days in Holland before he found a job, a place to live, and Catherine. Or
he might get a plane ticket and go back to Prague where people pull the
curtains in their homes and where a girlfriend would share her body with
him only.

Peter opened the door and turned around to look at Catherine for the last

time. Her hair covered her profile, her back was still bare, and her toes
sneaked through the sheets. He pressed the pumping vein on his forehead
and squeezed the bag’s handle more firmly. He went out the door and
closed it behind him.
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Juliet’s’ Monologue
Nadia Mladenova

Love is pathetic!
Love, my dear, is a coward thief, a pity kleptomaniac, a men- lifter!
Love stole all my men (and I’ve had many) and turned them into obedi-

ent dogs, little puppies licking my feet, waving tails around me and waiting at my door step, no matter how many times I kick them out.

I see a sexy man and here comes love to ruin everything! She turns the

macho into a miserable creature crowing up my balcony and reciting poetry. Oh, please!

Have you seen a man crying…because I’ve seen many. You haven’t? Ask
love, she will deliver you one sooner or later!

Love is not sexy. Love is for the ugly!
Oh, Romeo, sleep with me and don’t call me on the next day, forget my

birthday, don’t care about my feelings, don’t show up for dates, don’t
answer my phone calls, hide me from your friends, humiliate me in public, yell at me and hit me, call me with another girl’s name while we make
love…. and I will love you all my life!
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Shitty First Monologue
J.

I hate your home, I hate your apartment, I hate all your relatives, your

cute little son and your dominant mother, fuck you … I hate your stupid
living room and your smelly disgusting bathroom - the dirt, the smell of
meat, soup and detergent, the lack of warmth, order and coziness.

I hate you and your rough character. I hate your disgusting, shiny, dark

bold head. I hate the way you color your skull just to fool the others you
still have hair to shave … you are a macho after all, an old wrinkled losing
his power stupid fuck.

I hate your aging face, your disgusting old, thin lips that like to kiss

my young flesh, the dirty lips that have kissed more than 200 girls and
women. I hate your tongue, the way you’re chewing, your chewing gums
- with your mouth open and the way you eat hot soup, dripping from the
sides of your mouth. You’re like an animal.

I hate your pulled and colored eyebrows and your swollen from fatigue
and nervous breakdowns eyes.

I can not stand your arrogant behavior, the lack of tact and tenderness,

your stupid stubbornness, your over self-confidence, I hate your cocky attitude and your broad nostrils.

I hate your hanging balls and your fat, huge penis, your shaved nipples
and your smelly ass.

I think I love only your big hands and maybe my naiveté of the past.
And now I wonder - how could you be the most passionate thing that
ever happened to me?
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Hyperbola
Mariya Mitova

There were no windows to look out of in the little room. A few lumi-

nescent lamps buzzed on the low ceiling and their light bounced off the
plastic walls. Ethan sat in the corner, alone in the whole room, and drew
ursa major on his desk.

He drew the distant stars smaller and the closer stars bigger, and filled the
space between them with fine strokes. When he heard somebody coming in he covered his half-finished drawing with his wet palm. The twin
sisters walked past him pressing their folders to their flat chests. They
sat silently at the two desks in the front, their neat pony tails dangling in
unison from the top of their heads.

Ethan finished his little half-smudged constellation and enclosed it in a

rectangle. When the professor slammed his briefcase on the table, Ethan
looked up, wrote the date in his notebook and stared at his desk again.

He rested his head on his hand and watched how the weary professor

drew three dimensional parabolas, then hyperbolas, how he filled the
whole white board with them, then erased them and drew them again.
Around Ethan, the hyperbolas and parabolas proliferated.

The white pages of the notebooks rustled as they filled with ink and emptied themselves, and filled up again. When everybody in the small classroom drew a straight line pointing up and to the right in their notebooks,
Ethan heard the girl’s drawling voice.

She sat a few feet away from him and ogled her dewy blue eyes at the

professor. Her eyebrows arched in an indignant and somewhat childish
dare. Ethan recalled her name – Priscilla.

Priscilla was asking a question, taking abrupt and voracious gulps of air
and pitching the ends of her sentences to a piercing height.

Entranced by the shrill of her voice, Ethan watched her squirmy white

fingers as they fiddled with the pen. With a swing of her wrist she made a
messy knot of her hair and stuck the pen in it. After that she took her ring
off her bony finger and put it back on and fidgeted it left and right.

Her nails were broken, rugged and dirty. The green nail polish had half
peeled off and beneath it yellow nails showed.
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Ethan glanced at her soft blue suit, her expensive shoes, and then looked
at her nails again.

She buried them in her hair and yanked out the pen to write the answer
to her question. As she did that she scratched her soft neck and a tiny
streak of blood budded behind her ear.

Nobody saw it but Ethan.
He stared at the red streak as it dried beneath Priscilla’s soft hair. A fine
lock soaked in it and stuck to her lean neck.

Ethan picked up his pen and on his desk, beneath his constellation, he
wrote in a round even cursive, “withered scilla.”

Four months passed before Ethan saw her again. He had bought his

magazine and was heading out of the kiosk when he heard the drawling
voice. He turned around, his eyes searching.

He saw her at the counter, in a long blue dress, counting change with her

frail fingers; her nails were long and shiny and polished in florid pink.
She lifted her glassy blue eyes from her cupped hand and looked at Ethan,
who stood at the doorstep with the magazine under his arm.

Priscilla dropped the coins on the counter before the seller, took her

newspaper and walked to the door. As she went wearily past him, Ethan
glanced at her bare neck. It was white and clean.

Priscilla took a last blank look at him before she swung the glass door

of the kiosk open. Leaning at the door handle, Ethan watched her as she
walked away in the empty street – a chalk-white woman in a bland blue
dress.
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WELCOME TO THE
SANATORIUM
Kirilka Simeonova

You arrive at eight in the morning. You have to learn the rules. This is

your room. This is your roommate. Make sure you do not get on each
other’s nerves. This is your bed – yes, the one you will turn in while your
stomach makes empty sounds every night. This is your daily schedule:

7:00am - Start the Day in a Good Mood
Getting up and going for morning exercises at the beach. It is a little cold,
so dress appropriately and bring your exercise mat. Here you will do interesting exercises like saying “oooooooo” and slapping your cheeks and
your forehead. The best thing is the rest of the group is also making a fool
out of themselves and doing the monkey dance. You are going to love it.

8:00am - Morning Tea
Special herbs to make you nice and fresh for the day. Take half of a tea-

spoon of honey with it to start the day with energy. This is the time for a
morning chat with the ladies. It is good that the gentlemen have not yet
got in their horny mood and everyone is as sleepy as you are. You have
no idea what a few days only on tea, honey and fruit can do for a man’s
desire and capabilities in bed! This diet surely takes years off some people’s backs!

8:30-9:30am - Lectures
The perfect way to start the day: you will be explained how the body

functions. You will learn very interesting stuff about your kidneys and
your liver and how many fat and sick people this program managed to
cure. Make sure you sit away from the foreigners for usually there is an
interpreter with them and, if by any chance you want to hear what is coming out from the loudspeakers of the TV, you will only hear a mumble.
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10:00 -10:30am - Breakfast
The menu today is pork sausages and beans and scrambled eggs. Just

kidding. One fruit. You have the great choice of fruit today – from oranges to apples, to grapes at 8 lv. per kilogram. Not only you will lose weight,
but your wallet will lose some as well.

10:30-12:00pm - Free Time
Try not to think about your empty stomach. Go read in your room. Any

book that does not include descriptions of food will do. Old ladies go for
romance, younger girls for thrillers. Men gather in the lobby and play
cards.

12:00 – 12:30 pm - Lunch Tea
By now the sweaty card game and the romance books have turned up

the appetites of the old folks. Everyone gathers at the canteen. You see
sixty-year old ladies with lipstick glancing at the men with canes and beer
bellies. It is amazing what hunger does to a group of old people brought
together!

2:00 – 2:30pm - Lunch Fruit
Everyone eats in their room. Then they go to sleep or for a swim. Very

few people have enough energy to swim. You usually see the 300-pound
ladies floating in the swimming pool and almost falling asleep. The old
ladies flirt some more with the old men, who seem much more agile in
the water without their walking sticks. They even show off and swim a
couple of lengths. Then they stop and pant for an hour trying to get their
cholesterol-drowned hearts back to normal rhythm.

4:00–4:30pm - Tea Time

“Now is the time to hook up with an old lady,” say the old men and they join
ladies at the tables winking as though as they are twenty again. You must be extremely careful! Choose your table wisely! Avoid the horny old ladies table, for
they attract a lot of old stinky men and, unless you want to get hit on by an old
gentleman with fewer teeth than your grandmother, you are going to be meat on
a stick. This is the table of mourners. Avoid it at all costs! They tend to complain
about all their pains. I had the bad luck to sit with them once. I had to hear all
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the stories of cancer, women problems, huge cysts being taken out from a woman’s uterus and the amount of vaginal discharge she had. This is the table of the
hungry fat guys. Avoid it like the plague, too! You never, ever, want to sit with
them. They discuss baked chicken with potatoes and butter, soups, salads, desserts and all kinds of delicious meals. Unless you want to drool your way back to
your room, avoid them at all costs.

6:00-6:30pm - Dinner Fruit
It is time to socialize some more. Now come the interesting conversa-

tions. That there is Miss Betty. Miss Betty is a sixty-five-year-old coquette
that cannot decide between John, the heart-attack guy, and Jack, the fat
one with the jelly belly. She discusses all the good and bad features of
all men and includes some of her own life’s wisdom. Miss Betty is married for a fifth time to a rich, but sick, Swedish advocate. He does not like
to travel, so he stays at home, while she comes to Bulgaria “to visit her
friends.” Basically she goes to the sanatorium, marks a victim and starts a
summer romance each year. They set a date for next year at some nice resort and she usually does not show up. She is looking for her 6th husband
at the moment, measuring the financial situation of the two old flies that
got into her web of seduction. You can learn a lot of the craft from her.
Never before did I see a sixty-five year old with red thongs before I met
her. “Oh, that’s nothing. I don’t like bikinis,” she explains casually while
you try to get over the shock of seeing her 65-year-old butt hanging from
a thong bathing suit.

8:00-8:30pm - Evening Tea
People never miss this. It is your last “food” for the day. Some nice relaxing tea to keep your stomach satisfied for the next 12 hours.

8:30-9:30pm Lecture, Dancing or a Movie.
It is time to socialize some more and learn some more about your body.

Hear more interesting stories of healing or of a man’s colon being cleaned
with a special machine that they stick up your butt to flush all the dirt out.
Or the story about the gypsy lady that told her husband they had to catch
the wave and he thought she wanted sex. What is “to catch the wave”?
Well, you have to catch the wave between 10 pm and 11 pm, i.e. go to bed
and hopefully fall asleep despite your empty stomach and the hungry,
grinding teeth of your roommate. They say that is the most relaxing and
healthy sleep you can get. Go to bed, we’ll see you tomorrow, if you don’t
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Floorplan
Besa Luci

----Garage
The only way to enter unnoticed on a Sunday morning.
I guess my parents’ restless dedication to old age does pay off.

As I
scroll the door upwards, there is no longer squeaking of the iron. The
wonders of oil.
As I make my way through the filled carton boxes packed and arranged
as sardines, I tangle in my own smell.

----Family Room
A mother over obsessed with hygiene forcing everyone to wash their
hands every half an hour.

An absent-minded father who always forgets to wash his hands.
A vulnerable aunt altering “Singing in the Rain” to “Shitting in the Rain.”
A daughter terrified of being labeled.
The cousin babbling of her latest implants.
Juvenile twins fighting over who will bury the dead parrot.
A son complaining of his fifth divorce.
The neighbor that comes to drink their milk.
There’s no place like home.
----Foyer
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At least that’s what Dorothy said.

Miniature blue and white Chinese vases consecutively arranged.
They say Mr. Jones knows. How? “By looking at your foyer.”
----Bedroom 1
His sister was sitting on my bed and going through our photos.

Next
thing, I was sitting close to her and she offered me a cigarette. As my
hands were trembling she asked, “Are you intimidated by me?” and all I
could say, “I get this way sometimes.”
“Relax.”

As her eyes poked at me, I recalled his soothing touch.
She kissed me.
I kissed her back.

----Dining Room
Dead end and everything became slow motion. Ten never before seen

faces turned to look at us. My eyes circled around the dinning room table
but couldn’t find tranquility nowhere.

Awkward looks or they merely seemed so to me for I remembered how

just five minutes ago she failed in parallel parking after 20 attempts. I decided to freeze my mind on that thought so that at least I would not witness her silly explanation for I knew she wasn’t in a better state than me.

I simply nodded my head and the response was 10 fake smiles in my
direction.
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----WC
Lurking my way in, I find myself in my once-grandmothers-transformedWC.

Frames of unfamiliar portraits covered in the years’ dust fail to dismiss
my illusion and merely reinforce its presence in my mind. Eyes closed,
smiles forgotten, moments buried. Faces framed.

Frames, powerless to draw the journey of the millions of people, the millions of shapes, the millions of episodes and the millions of chronicles.

Able to freeze only one.
--------Kitchen
Hash from Amsterdam.
Vague.
“What should I do with this pancake?”

Hysterical laughter rattled.
I HAVE A NEW NUMBER.
I HAVE A NEW NUMBER.
“Please, Ferdinand, take her with you.”

The current international political order, characterized by multilateralism
in theory, but not in practice.

Do you have your passports with you?
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I’ll miss you.
----Bedroom 2
The red lace perfectly fit her curves and the faded hue of her dress reflected her every motion. Champaign in one hand, caviar on the other.

He did not dare mention the hole in her sleeve.
----Porch
She sat on the porch staring at her muddy toes, trying to block the children’s scream from the other side of the street. While it was no longer a
part of her, the scream remained as her only testimonial.

A testimonial of her game.
----Pantry
Stashed macaroni, flour packs, and bottles of oil.
Sugar boxes, Turkish coffee and Russian tea.
Beans, string beans, and cabbage.
Foil, pans, and jars.
Coca-cola, Coca-cola, Coca-cola.
Americanization.
-----
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His Tumescence, the
Christ
Bojan Zivanic

It is to my other self, to the other Christ, that things happen. This one

was christened in many of her urophilia fantasies. I, on the other hand,
am the kind of person that would spend the whole day in his l’art-pourl’artisme pawnshop, waiting for the next customer whom I can cheat and
lie to. Animals can feel it, so they curl up right beneath my feet and I…
well, I. I hardly am anymore.
But he is no different, really. He fell in love with the contortionist
who sucks dick for heroin, too. They decide to meet Thursday, for one last
time.

At first the boat vacillated to and fro, to and fro; so did her will. Then the
sea calmed.

Letting out what sounded like the terminal breath, he whispered: “You

left me hanging like the sword of Damocles over the whole human kind.
Bled white, I beg you to release me.”

The whole time they were there, she had been looking at his reflection in

the still water. When she finally looked up, she realized it was the fuckable, vulnerable Jesus she was looking at. She lifted up a lotus blossom that
floated starboard, held it up for a while, then dropped it into the water.
She looked him deadpan in the eye, then dropped her gaze down to the
rag tied around his waist and said:
“Love will be convulsive or not at all.”
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Running
Anonymous

Lungs burning, heart rushing boiling blood to my head, muscles infinitely stretched like a scream and running and running and running, running
my life away.

My first memory of this world is that of my mother throwing me out the

window of our kitchen on the second floor because I was crying too loud.
I was three. The kitchen was bright and the ancient Formica tabletop had
slimy-gray grease stains on it. It smelled of rancid cooking oil. Someone
was playing ball and shouting outside. My mom was wearing navy-blue
sweat pants and she was shouting at me through the Formica tabletop.
I don’t remember crying… Suddenly she grabbed me by the back of my
neck, like you grab an animal for fear it would bite you and flew me out
the kitchen window. I drew in a deep breath and landed with a thud on
the pavement. I heard my arm break and the bone tear the skin. Then I
heard my skull crack and then nothing. I guess they stopped playing ball
too.

And I kept running and running and dreaming even more. Dreaming that
I was running after my paper boat floating on a blue river. And running
and dreaming that I’m a fish and that I can live underwater where it’s
quiet. Water is innocent. And running and running and sleeping on top of
a polar bear and breathing along with it, the way I’d like to put my children to sleep. And running my life away…

And then there was the foster home, the huge white house with the white
picket fence, white outside, white inside, creaking stairs, the old lady
potpourri smell lingering in all corners, my pale lime-green bed sheets
and the 5 floor boards under my bed. I used to hide under there a lot and
count the floorboards to five: one, two, three, four, five. That’s exactly
how many steps it took my foster dad’s big combat boots from the top
of the stairs to the door of my room. Before I could see him I could smell
him from under the door, the stale brandy and cigar on his breath. And
then I’d count to five and wait for him to find me. It was the only game of
hide-and-seek I ever knew how to play. I never won. No matter how tight
I squeezed my eyes shut, he would always find me and the smell would
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always rub off on me. Some times he would be too drunk and he would
just beat me up.

She knew about it. I screamed a lot. She must have known. But she was
not my real mom. And he kept coming night after night and mutilating
my dreams.

And I kept running and running until it hurt and it never hurt bad

enough to make me stop and I could see myself running towards the edge
of the world and take off flying.

I married young. He loves me very much. He’s proud of me and my

running. He shines my trophies religiously. I’m his biggest trophy, I’m his
winner. But he doesn’t know. I never win. And I’m still running…
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Morning Application
Lejla Sadiku

She opens her eyes at 7.03 a.m. Puts her alarm three times to snooze

before she manages to wake up. Always convinced that the monotonous
sound comes from the back of her head, she never remembers the first
two times she puts her alarm to snooze. The music is on. A computerized
sound and Good Morning. A little care that made her feel better. She liked
that. At the right edge of her bed, once white now yellow, satin slippers
wait for her. She stretches her feet and simulates piano playing with her
toes, before they finally slip in the lavender smelling slippers. 30 minutes
left.

She combs her hair back, the grey roots coming to life. The purple head-

band sits still at the sink waiting for her shaking hand to pick it up. It
slides through roots. Cover. The drops of water touch her face releasing
a sound of a slight splash. She gently rubs her face stretching her wrinkles, her face retrieving the youthfulness she keeps losing day by day. The
moisturizer lets her finger slide across her face. Like a bumpy road. Shaping her face with her fingertips she feels the pressure of the years gone by.

The one black hair that had grown on her chin stood out in the morning

light. She took the tweezers out of the little black make up case she inherited from her mother. Bits of memories for moments lost. Yet, their meaning perished in ordinary life. She remembered how her eyes used to tear
when she would pluck her eyebrows. Now, she wouldn’t even count to
three before strangling the hair with the metal hands of the tweezers and
getting its root out. Out.

She felt lighter in the mornings. If only she could feel this way all the

time. Instead the clothes just got tighter. With every step she took she felt
her entire body move. Jell-o: that’s the only thing she could compare it
with. Time that had seemed like it was yesterday had left its rough traces
all over her. Pain.

Like most people, her face was asymmetric. With one eyebrow higher
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than the other and a deformed nose she was rarely noticed. Applying the
coverstick helped her decrease the asymmetry, and as the new models
came out they did a better job. But age. Age. Age.

All these tiny bits surrounding her. Pieces of youth: Concealer. Founda-

tion. Powder. The hardly affordable blush. Eyebrow definer. Base, eyeliner, eye-shadow. Lash curler. Mascara, mascara, mascara. 3 coats. Lip liner,
lipstick, lip-gloss. Inheritance. The white light shining above her head
reflecting itself on the cracked mirror on the wall. Her face. Every day a
new trace. A harder one.

She put on the grey suit as usual, with her matching scarf. She folded it

carefully so eyes don’t glare at the little holes. She walked out of her flat
to the big glassy building. Entered the back door. Waved a pale smile to
the girl at the door and pressed the button with a downward arrow in the
elevator.
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I Love Him, I Love
Him Not…
Christina Popova

Oops…There’s another one…sixty-three. I used to count the tree shadows
on the road while driving. It helped me concentrate. When the shadows
of several trees merged, I just started the counting all over again. My hair
reflected the sunlight through the unwashed windows. Here and there
the vast greenish fields were colored with daisies. I drove following the
rhythm of the melancholic radio station. Gradually, the beat got faster and
faster and I stepped on the gas. I was in a hurry to catch a dream.

I took a room at a cheap hotel and called him. In half an hour I was try-

ing to distinguish his figure at an overcrowded bus stop. I waved to a
head that stuck out among the others. Damian hugged me and I kissed his
neck. After he opened the door of his car for me I noticed his enormous,
white-leather basketball sneakers. That was a sign for a clumsy person
who lived in the past. He had not changed a lot. His old car had crimson
stripes on the seats that matched the outside color. Turkish eye beads
swung back and forth from the mirror but I tried not to look at them. I
was afraid of being hypnotized.

The sound of the engine filled the awkward silence.
“Do you think it will rain?” he finally said.
“I love the rain.”

Inside, the smell of cigarettes was so heavy I had to breathe through my
mouth. I had not looked at his eyes yet.

I met Damian five years ago on the seaside. A week of laughter and tears
and then he returned to his music and I to my studies. The summer adventure turned into an imaginary distance relationship. We talked on the
phone a lot and his tranquil voice became my best friend over the years.
When I was depressed or lonely, I knew that out there Damian cared.
Men came in and out of my life but Damian stayed. I knew that nothing
was real between us but I liked the illusion of me and him together, forever.

Damian opened the window and the fresh air brought me back into the
car.
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“What kept us together for so long?” he asked me.
“Our stubbornness.” I looked at his eyes.

I felt naked and fragile. I wanted to get lost in his dilated pupils. Then I
looked further and I saw his gums holding yellow teeth. In my mind his
teeth had whitened over the years. I smiled back to hide my misery.

Damian took me to his favorite place - a coffee shop called Broadway. The
luxury and glamour which the name suggested were created by red tulle
draperies hanging from the ceiling and golden ornaments on the chairs. I
headed toward a secluded table in the corner followed by Damian. He sat
next to me as if that was the most natural movement in the world. There
was still a thin wall of insecurity and doubts that stood between us.
“Do you want a cocktail?”
“No. I’ll have an espresso…Take your jacket off. It’s hot.”
“I prefer to stay like this.”
I didn’t care about his body temperature but I wanted to recall his masculine
chest. And I’d had enough of the black-and-green jacket with sleeves too short
for his extra long arms.
“Don’t stare at me. You make me feel uncomfortable.” The music was too loud
and I shouted.
“I want to memorize every freckle on your face.”
“What?”
“Nothing… I’m sorry…”

Damian lit a cigarette and I realized how much I missed the way he

smokes. He took every drag as if it was his last. I kissed him spontaneously on the cheek. My keen sense of smell caught a cheap eau-de Cologne combined with hormones. It was repulsive to my mind and attractive to my body. Damian got so inspired he finally ventured to put his
hand on my knee. His heaviness was disturbing and at the same strangely
comforting. His lifestyle did not match mine but the shape of his palm
matched the oval of my knee. The hand of a musician is in a specific correlation with the material world because it creates art. I could feel the subtle
movement of his fingers composing a melody on my knee. The fact that
he was a musician was one of the main reasons that made me continue
our relationship.

I sipped the espresso. At first it burned the tip of my tongue but then the
bitter taste grew pleasant. I drank the whole cup at once and I ended up
with a numb tongue and bitterness in my veins. And I realized my relationship with Damian was similar to a sip of espresso. At first being separated was painful, but just for the tip of my heart. Then that pain became
pleasant and I wanted more. I reached the point where I had to decide if I
wanted to drink the whole cup. Did I want to burn my whole heart? Did I
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want him in my veins?
“Do you still play the trumpet?”

“I don’t have much time. You know I work as a security guard to earn my living.”
“Do you have a girlfriend now?”
“I don’t. Women used to like me when I had more money.”
“You know money isn’t everything,” I lied and I kissed him on the mouth.

He didn’t kiss me back. “Why don’t you sit closer to me? I don’t bite.”
“I know” a smile “I bite” another smile.

He didn’t smile. “I like you so much.”
Laughter.
“I’m serious. I… love you.”
“What?’’
“I love you” he shouted.

Silence.
“You don’t know mе.”

“I know enough about you. I trust my intuition.”

I could not stand the red tulle drapers, the black-and-green jacket, the

yellow teeth, and the white basketball sneakers any more. And above all I
was allergic to cigarette smoke.
“Would you excuse me? I need to use the lady’s room.”

I took a last glance at his pupils. They were extraordinarily big but I

could not afford to loose my identity in them. I got scared. I ran outside.
I got a taxi. My eyes instinctively looked at the mirror but nothing was
swinging back and forth.
“I am in a hurry. Can you drive faster?”

I have to outrun my heart.
I love him.
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Seminal and precious
Lidija Sijacic

Seminal and precious, yes, she cried many times; that whore. Also what

one may refer to as: lost love interest, lost cause, if ever, then now, more
lost than ever. I think I said it before. And again, I shift from my word,
the hatred, I delude, interrupt, interrupted veins of the yearning junk
admirer. Never turn your look away, for if never, then now, it must be
the time to remember. It’s like a corny blues song. Something you wanted
to say but omitted; deliberately, yes, again, I shy away from the emotion, emotionless and dry. And it takes over, over, over. Some roofs were
infected, or infested, I should say. With dirtiness and foul play, such has
been known to female sex only. These words, but not these words only,
deal with such wretchedness. By all means, one should not retreat from
the confession, I am a woman, I hate like a woman hates, probably, if not
in this strange operation of irrational thought, and word, that repeats
itself, and gives birth to emotion again. But I say nothing, because the
sickness sickens me too. I wait, perfect day, perfect moment, like when
the roll starts, unannounced. Betrayal of highest principle, and no one will
understand my words. Never try, by trial and error, once missed, opportunity is never achieved as a permanent goal of human existence. And I
touch the subject lightly, although there is no lightness, and evil persists, I
know. Does one have to live with such wickedness? It emerges when not
needed. And I try to fucking shut up and eat my soup too, while hot. Recommended. I never try hard, clouds too dense to see the sun. Hot baths of
chickenless water. However, meaning is not preceded by thought, word,
wordless thought and reconciled bones, soft flesh bones. Never seen, felt
hard-on. Of mind’s greatest mystery. I cried once. Grass green of home,
retarded, slimy verge of breakdown, summery nights, rooftops, slimy future, of never seen consequence. And the chicken, soup, soup again, and I
stop, before rolling one last time.
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Ignacio
Marin Gavazov

Chapter 1:
The air burns ripping soul from flesh. Horrifying redness – redness that sucks
you in and incinerates you; never look inside an angel’s eyes.
								

Ignacio

Ignacio died at the age of eighty, after sixty years of relentless torture in

the name of God. He was pronounced a saint, since nobody could find
his soul inside his body, and since the local drunkard Blazius acclaimed
he saw Ignacio’s soul flying to heaven. Many thought Ignacio a monster,
a fanatic, after he had his sister’s eyes gouged, so that she did not tempt
the devil. His sister was ugly, even uglier than Ignacio, but her eyes
were large and beautiful. Ignacio did not think he could tempt the devil,
and how could he with his bulging eyes, hunchback, abysmal torso, and
skinny hands with dirty fingers sprinkled with blood. Ignacio was not a
monster, for he believed that what he did was good, and actually he took
immense pain in torturing people.

Torturing people was the axis of the religious world; it was beyond good
and bad and gave meaning to everything. Ignacio’s teacher said that
torture was the foremost attribute of hell and its lack the foremost attribute of Eden. “Ignacio, sinners fear or love torture; we just use it. Were
there no torture in hell or on this world, many men who are now in Eden,
would have gone to hell.”

Ignacio, when young, went to hell in his dreams. Time would slow down

and all the world of known objects would fade away. Ignacio’s fear would
permeate the night and out of it many ugly, monstrous faces would materialize. A lizard man once ripped off Ignacio’s head. Once he was chased
by a giant snake of fire. Once he fell in a ditch and nobody could hear his
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screams for help.

Ignacio knew how terrible hell was; by recreating it on earth, he be-

lieved, he was saving people. He never questioned torture. The moment
he did question it, he was punished severely.

Chapter 2:
A fallen angel is much higher than a man can ever ascend, not because

men have no wings, but because they never knew what it is to have them.
								

Ignacio

On the last day of his life, something very strange happened in Ignacio’s

village. The water in the well, in the rivulet meandering around the village, in the muddy puddles left after the yesterday rain first turned red,
then began to smolder, and eventually started to burn with such ferocious
intensity that the air trembled upon touching its liquid face.

People - though they believed in the devil, in witches, in ghosts, spirits,

sprites, and whatever you can think of – were incredulous, never had they
expected to see something like this. Fear blended with curiosity, despair,
and superstition. People had to immediately punish somebody for this
omen of evil, and since they did not know whom to punish, they all gathered on the city square and voted on who the evildoer was. It turned out
it was Peter – the glove maker; he was purported to have made the earth
barren and the sky lower by practicing black magic. To save the village,
Ignacio had to make Peter renounce the devil in his heart.

Hours passed by, and he would not cease his inhuman torture, sweat

streamed from his forehead, cascading down his eyebrows onto his aquiline nose, and adding to the stench of the putrid floor. Nothing happened,
night fell like a heavy stone on the village, crushing everybody’s spirit
and sparing only despair. Fire tried to embrace the village from every aperture or crack that once used to be filled with water. Ignacio, for the first
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time in his life had compunctions about torture and shouted:

-

To save five hundred people, I can kill you five hundred times and
still, I would have taken no life.

-

Is a righteous person worth five hundred sinners? Do not substitute the command of our lord for the command of sheep - they may only
be commanded, Peter retorted.

Ignacio decided to prove his moral rectitude and while catching his

breath lost somewhere in the tiresome exercise of “saving the soul and the
village,” replied:

-

If torturing you were not right, God would have stopped me. But
He would never stop me, for compassion stemming from fear of blood or
torture is a flabby spirit in disguise – a spirit who through inaction causes
more damage than any of its actions could have caused.

Ignacio, exhilarated by the theological dispute, grabbed a hot iron and

in the split of a second burned Peter’s eyes out. Peter collapsed, and gave
Ignacio ample opportunity to amplify his theological stand unperturbed:

-

Can so many be sinners and only one right when we are all God’s
children? Should it not mean that God himself is a sinner? Could all that
we believe to be true be a lie and nobody see it, and if it is so, are we
guilty if we do wrongs out of ignorance?

Semi-conscious Peter groaned that Ignacio was a fool, and that God himself was a sheep whose utter irrationality we accept for our own rationality. At these words, Ignacio lost his temper and cracked Peter’s head with
the glowing iron. Ignacio did so not because he was indignant of what
Peter said, but because he was afraid, afraid he was beginning to doubt
God.

Chapter 3:
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Certainty of God’s righteousness is our God, and the one who has power over us, our procreator, he is not. Our God is an empty concept, which
we fill with our own meaning that we can never ourselves truly figure
out.
								

Ignacio

Ignacio went out. All the fire that once scorched the village’s water was

now absorbed by his faith – burning to ashes every trace of fear or respect
for “god” he once felt. He felt a sudden blast of wind; a black shadow covered his decrepit body and stared in his tired eyes. Being human, being
weak, being right, being wrong, just being…A moment of incredible terror, of fire burned by a fire more severe and intense…Ignacio was heading
to hell, this time once and for all.
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Margarita Dimova

n e p e n t h e
I sip on
a half-full glass
of n e p e n t h e:
my sweet love
surrogate.
I let it spill;
trickle down my
l e g s,
tickle,
and stain my dress.
and when it’s all wet,
and sweet, and sticky
I hold my breath
and imagine
you’re with me.
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Reading exercise 17
[to be read in a gruff voice]
And the s u n rise is the air
[Brief pause]
A ir the child of solitude
S o lit u d e - the brother of deception
Dec e p t i o n - the step mother of envy
En v y - the mistress of courage
And c o u rage, courage is an only child
[Fill space-time according to preference, then start reading faster]
And the sun r i s e is the air
[Brief pause]
And the a ir is the child
And the chil d is the father
And the f a t her is the mother
And the moth e r is the glow
And the g low is the courage
And c o u rage, courage is soon enough
[Repeat to fade]
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IONIAN
Jonida Kapo

Ionian is stunning during the summer. Deep, clear and salty he lures the

people into the water and washes the heat off their skins. We were his
slaves; he was our god, mentor, lover, friend, brother. He had captured us
and we were his devoted servants. The small city S. cornered Ionian from
the south. It grew steep, along Ionian’s feet, with the inclined narrow
alleys and the steep little lime-painted houses with their dolly flowered
balconies. Across from the picturesque city the cliffs hid three tiny islands
that grew darker with the city lights. If you listened carefully the islands
told stories that Ionian hid jealously before they reached the city.

Tourists crowded the small city and wandered around like charmed

spirits, in love with the feeling summer brings. Every night down the
seaside boulevard we saw the old couple walking slowly, their heads
up and their hands folded behind the back. Their eyes wandered in the
crowd and their withered lips whispered memories. The “hornymoon”
couple walked besides the old couple. Their bronzed bodies glued to each
other and even our popcorn flying above their heads didn’t bother them.
Children amused us most. Their ice creams were all over them and they
chased each other throughout the boulevard clapping their shiny sandals
on the concrete. Their laughs traveled around and melted with the smell
of grilled corn, flavored ice cream, fresh fish, sugar-cones and buttered
popcorn. And then there was us. Noisy, carefree friends that bothered the
old couple on the beach; woke up the whole city coming back from the
bar; acted like children while pretending to be grown-ups.

We were in love with Ionian and late at night he twinkled listening to our

secrets. Every night we drove down to the desert quay and swam to the
islands. Fresh fish and cheap wine was heaven’s food. The islands were
our hideaway and we loathed those packed rubber boats that left the
quay only to come back again. Sometimes we got closer, when we knew
they were asleep. The rubber boats were big enough to fit the five of us
but every night more than 20 people would be sacked there. One night
we saw a girl whom M. liked, being carried by hairy, sleeveless arms and
dropped into the rubber boat. She was one of us and now she abandoned
us for the rubber boat. The next night Ionian was angry and slapped the
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poor cliffs with salty waves. We saw a young woman, holding a baby,
jumping into the rubber boat. The baby’s lungs exploded from desperate
cries and the mother stroked his red face again and again. The hairy men
threatened to drown both of them if she didn’t shut him up. All the other
passengers were on board and their lips were zipped, their hands chained
to their chests and their feet ground to the rubber. The child finally
grabbed the nipple of the mother with his toothless mouth. The hairy,
sleeveless-shirt man was the only one coming back every morning in the
empty rubber boat. The girl, the mother, and the baby vanished.

The day was always busy, with the old couple, the hornymooners and

the children eating ice cream. The next few days we enjoyed Ionian and
the small city S. We didn’t talk about the rubber boat; we didn’t talk at all.
Even G. - the chatterbox of the group-seemed to have lost her tongue.

-

Let’s go to the islands one more time
What for?
You know…

We all agreed to swim down there once more for old times’ sake. Ionian

was not happy and his waves pushed us back every time we tried to
swim forward. He wasn’t angry; he was tired. The dark caves scrambled a
weird conversation with Ionian, the wind and the moon. Our clothes were
heavy and, although the summer breeze was warm, we all shivered as we
climbed the muggy cliffs barefoot.

The rubber boat was bigger this time-almost 10 meters long and 2 me-

ters wide. The hairy man with the sleeveless t-shirt was already there. He
and another horse-mouth man with a thick gold necklace dropped small
plastic packages into the rubber boat. The passengers looked like lost
sheep lined one after the other. The horse-mouth man collected cash from
each of them and the sleeveless man showed them where to sit. Each of us
counted them silently with a dry movement of the lips. They were twenty.
A bone-dry middle-aged man with a small sack in his hands, a young
couple holding hands, two children, a mother, a father, a young kid our
age, another man, another woman with a plastic bag that had Dolce &
Gabbana written on it. We saw their faces, heard their silent prayers, and
swallowed their bitter tears as they left the shore. The clump of the rubber
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boat motors faded away. Ionian watched with us and slapped our feet to
remind us it was time to go.

We didn’t talk as we drove home. We couldn’t sleep so we waited for the
city to wake up.

The sand was still damp from the morning tide and only a few people

were lying on the beach with arms and legs wide open to catch the first
rays. The rest drank their morning coffee in the buzzing restaurants. We
sat in one of them and ordered the usual. The local radio station mumbled
on the counter. “ … an accident…eight …survivors…”

The old couple, the hornymooners, the children with the ice cream
streamed over the concrete again.
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Theo
Kliment Karalievski

They brought him one day chained and supported by two guards with

pistols who took him straight to the motionless room. It was the most
feared room in the whole asylum. If we misbehaved, they would take us
to the room and tie our arms and legs to the bed. You ate lying down and
you pissed through a pipe. Once a day the nurse would come to change
the dump box. One time I spent 12 hours chained to the bed for hitting
Barry and I almost died.

Theo spent a month and a half in the room before we were allowed to
visit him.

Barry went to see him first. He came back with a wide smile on his face

and just couldn’t stop talking about the guy. It seemed Theo was a lively,
talkative person. The 45 days of immobile solitude didn’t seem to have
affected his friendly spirit at all. And Barry, Barry was not himself. He
talked clearly and systematically. I could see no traces of his catatonia
although just yesterday he had to be given two injection shots just to motivate him to show a will for food. Theo believed Barry about the abduction, too. At least he said he did. He’d seen aliens, too, Barry said.

Alicia went the next day. She was assured Theo would be able to help

her and understand her, because obviously nobody in the asylum could.
How could we? Even insane people could see she was obviously not the
attention grabber she imagined she was. The newspapers were not writing about her (although she was very logical in rephrasing the imaginary
articles so she could argue against them), and nobody in the asylum ever
saw her on TV. Nobody spoke to her. Nobody even spoke about her. But
there she was always tidy, with her fancy hat, always ready to pose for a
cover photo, her pen sticking out of her pocket in case somebody asked
for an autograph. Nobody ever did.

She came back from the motionless room in her best shine and glamour.
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She passed by our questioning heads and just glanced at us as a city lady
might look at peasants, swinging her scarf around her neck and crossing in and out of the common room. The next day we understood: Theo
believed her about every thing. He was a great listener, she said.

After Alicia’s success I decided I had nothing to lose.
What if he could help me about my thing? I reserved a meeting with him
for the next day.

I woke up the next morning and went straight to the motionless room.

He stared at me as I advanced to his bed. The smell of urine and feces
gave me the chills--I had to be careful not to end up in there again. Theo
followed me with his eyes all the time; he didn’t look away until I sat on
the only chair in the room.

-Hi Theo. I am Aldon. I guess Barry and the others have told you about
me.

-Yes.
-You seem to have a positive effect on all of them.
-Yes.
-Well…You see… I am not criminally insane. And I’m not supposed to
be here.

-Yes, yes.
-My wife… I didn’t kill her, man. I pushed her wheelchair and changed

her diapers for five bloody years just to kill her? If so, I would have done
it 5 years ago. Theo….I got to get out of this place. You gotta help me. You
must believe me…. Do you?

-Yes.
-I knew you were gonna believe me Theo. I knew it.
-Yes.
-And what are you here for?
-Yes, Theo. Theeeeeo.
-No, I’m saying….
-Yes.
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-Theo are you…are you….
-Yes.
I checked his medical card just to confirm. The poor fellow could not

hear a word. I looked at his jolly face one more time and left the room. In
the main hall, the others seemed to be playing a game, almost a ritual of
sorts. Barry stood in the middle of the room, laughing, as the rest of the
people danced around him in a weird, asymmetrical circle. Alicia sat on a
chair in the far end of the room and stared out the window. She was still
alone but I could see her smile. She knew she had somebody that truly
believed her.
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…SWEAT
Nadia Mladenova

The smell of sweat makes me sober in the morning. His sweat, not mine.
He left me, or I left him… I do not remember. All I have left from him is
the smell of his sweat. And now it is mine forever!

A poignant smell of dirt and guilt than infiltrates my mind and senses.
The smell of old people when they are close to you in the elevator.
A stench that never sets me free.
This is the smell of a story I do not want anyone to know. And I take a

shower to keep it a secret. (Sometimes three, one after the other.) I know
they will feel the smell and learn the shameful story...

His sweat cannot be washed away. Neither my shame. Perfumes only
make the story worse.

The smell of sweat is all he’s left me. And I can either hold my nose or
lick the last drops.

It makes me feel like vomiting. Instead I vomit feelings.
Then I flush. Sometimes twice.
And take another shower…
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A shining disaster
Yuliyan Zhekov

And everything would have continued in the same old pace I was used

to. The phrase “daily routine” in my life had sucked up its meaning and
spat it all over me. At that moment, I decided that the best thing for me
to do is play insane. I hoped it was the way I would truly understand
myself. I got my papers filled and ready the day before the guys from
the sanatorium were scheduled to come and get me. I told the shrink the
other day that I hear voices all the time, even during my sleep, and he
stamped my file with “hardcore schizophrenia.” Boom, I’m in! Nowadays
it’s easier to be a certified nut-head than be unemployed. Besides, this was
kind of an old dream I had and I finally felt ready to go for it.

So, I was having my lunch at the kitchen table, some spicy chicken soup

from my grandmother’s recipe. Something splashed in the middle of the
pot in the second I turned my head halfway so I could look through the
window. Tin drops splashed into my face and blinded me for a moment.
As soon as my vision returned, I had to accept the fact that a bunch of tiny
aliens had crushed their tiny spaceship into my soup. They looked like
pieces of snot, all greenish and slick with snail-like eyes and limbs. Some
of them drowned before I realized I was invaded by these little creatures.
The ones I saved told me that they came to make me owner of the sun
(and not, they repeated, not to conquer the earth). Nice try, little buggars!
Of course, I said, I don’t need to buy something I already have.
“But if you own it,” they said, “you are in control to whom it will shine and to
whom not.”

I laughed out loud and fell over in my chair. When I got up, the sunlight
coming from my kitchen window faded rapidly until, after a few seconds,
outside was complete nightfall. “What the hell just happened,” I remember yelling while checking the stars that came up. Suddenly, I felt like
King Arthur being tricked by that pesky American who traveled back in
time to play on people’s Middle Ages ignorance.

Not happening!
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They said with no accent whatsoever that otherwise they would kill me

since they knew from their records on human beings that there is no better way to silence a human.
“Why oh, why!” was my first question.
“You are chosen randomly from all the species we know that can, first, communicate with us, second, use the sun without having to pay for it, and third, know
the word ‘contract.’”

At first I refused to sign the papers - a hundred and fifteen holographic

pages filled with some illegible scribbles – for my lawyer was not present.
But the guys put some pressure on me and when they left I found myself
standing there in the middle of my kitchen with a copy of the contract in
my left hand and full sunshine control manual and a strangely shaped
remote in my right.
“Right,” I said and went to finish what’s left of my meal. It was kind of tasty
before I realized I was eating dead aliens and stopped.

So, in a few days –or should I say nights – I found the option in the re-

mote where you switch between languages, just to find out no language I
knew was included. Soon “The additional language package at no additional cost” was mailed to me and I began to decipher the manual.
Shadow still reigned over the world. However, whenever I went out,
a bunch of rays shone through the murky sky over me and followed me
whenever I went. It’s kind of a cool trick and it was easy to find how to
do it with the remote. I looked like a performer on stage, with the spotlight running over me everywhere. That’s how I scared away the hospital
attendants when they drove to my house to pick me up. I started reciting
Dante’s Inferno, and kneeled on the sidewalk, shadow-less. It must have
been pretty impressive. They opened the doors, their jaws dropped, and
before I could even laugh, they took off.

The best part of all this is I made lots of friends. Beautiful strangers and

sunbathing junkies would walk with me for hours just to feel the miraculous touch of the sun for free. It felt like it was raining and I was the only
one in the crowd with an umbrella. Some people bowed deep whenever
they saw me but I ignored them, for the last thing I wanted was someone
to make a religion out of me.

Soon, everyone became aware I was somehow in control of the sun light

and there was no other option for them but to buy rays of light from me.
You should have seen the brokers’ faces when I introduced sunbeams into
the stock market. I quickly founded a company – I’d better not tell how I
called it - and began business. I got loads of cash in mere hours basically
from rich individuals who wanted to not only put light on only them75

selves and their relatives, but over their outdoor pools and tennis courts.
Screw that, said I, and arranged parts of the ocean and equatorial terrain
to be constantly covered with sunshine – I didn’t want the animals to suffer from what I was capable of doing. And that’s where the poor moved
to live for good and where the rich went on cruises with their fancy
yachts. I realized that no matter how powerful you are, you can’t stop
people from doing something. Anyway, that’s another story and besides,
back then I was busy making money.

Imagine how my piles increased when I sold sunshine for agricultural

needs. After all, I was pretty concerned for Earth’s bright future. I was
still here, living on it. Believe it or not, sunflowers would turn their heads
towards me whenever I was passing close by the fields. That was the first
time I felt something might be wrong with the entire sunshine affair. I began to feel like god and what if I was Him and the aliens just came down
to me to let me know? Just like Jesus was raised as a little boy until he
grew up enough to realize his new powers and who he actually was. But
there were problems.

The first major problem was that I ran out of places to put my money. I’m

a cash person. I despise credit cards since as a little kid I asked my mother
to explain to me the cocaine smears around the slot of the credit card machine in the store. She paid in cash and didn’t speak to me for days. Also,
as a child, I wanted to have a safety vault like Uncle Scrooge’s. So, one
dream down, billions left to go.

I built a dozen of Scrooge’s vaults. Walt Disney – the company - agreed
to a barter of sunshine in exchange for the copyrights of the buildings: I
really wanted the vaults to be just like Uncle Scrooge’s so I used original
comics as blueprints. When they were done, I filled them halfway and
took money baths every time I felt like it. Sometimes I got pretty nasty
rashes, my doctor said it was because the money were dirty.

The security around the vaults was paid in sunshine to ensure their loy-

alty to me, although some eventually stole money with no repercussions.
Roughly, the overall cost of all the vaults equaled the amount of cash they
contained. I learned another important lesson in life: it’s expensive when
you build with copyrighted stuff owned by Disney. One of these crypts
– it’s how I called the safety vaults - I filled with golden coins only. I was
planning to melt them all and make a solid gold statue of myself. The idea
came from these worshipers of the sun. They knocked on my door one
day and said that they were positive I was the God of Sun, the True One,
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and something must be done about that.

“Please, please, back off a little,” I said, “Gods have supernatural abilities and
thousands of responsibilities. I have none of these.”
“But you posses the power of the sun,” they insisted.

If that alone makes you a god, then alright, I thought.
But before the statue project even began on paper, disaster struck. I was

dreaming about becoming the sun itself. It was a pleasant transformation.
Soft warmth filled my body until I ceased to feel hunger and thirst. Then
I realized I could not feel any human feeling but love. I guess that’s how
a sun feels, I thought, and tried to put some anger in my thoughts. But all
I did was feel even more love. It was not a direct affection for something,
but an omnipotent, ever-growing and sincere love for everyone and everything. Then a girl with a sun painted on her forehead came to me out
of nowhere, since I was there in the nothingness already, and asked if I
could shine upon her a little.
“Only if you look me in the eye,” I said without any sense, just like in most of
my dreams where I actually recall I was trying to say something.
“I can’t,” she said, “it burns.”
“Well, I am the fucking sun, you know, what do you expect, I’m here to shine on
people, not solve their problems,” I tried to say but couldn’t.

Instead, I embraced her and she screamed when a cold, juicy alien tentacle got into guess which one of my crevices and woke me up. I knew then
it was not the girl but me who was screaming.

My whole bedroom was alive with creatures of all sizes and shapes. It

smelled like an excavated toilet. I felt my stomach jumping around like a
trapped animal.
“We found out you are the reason for the sun not to shine,” said one stinky,
green jelly mass in English. Of course, it used a different word than ‘sun’ but I
decided to play it cool while surrounded by these unknown hostiles.
“I’m sorry. I didn’t know.”
“Yeah, they all say that right before we kick their asses,” said some talking rock
claiming to be from Pluto.
“You’re only four million miles away from the sun,” I told the Pluto rock. “How
come you arrived so late? You knew I’d cut off the light only a few hours after I
did it!”
“We all had to use the same transportation,” said the rock, “Because you killed
our fuel supply, you fool!”

Apparently, too, the sun had started to spin around the earth for some

time and this made one group of smelly one-eyed aliens particularly
unhappy, so they spat on me with their toxic saliva and made permanent
scars on my skin. I lost consciousness.
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That’s the last thing I can recall as a human being. Because I spoiled the

old sun by abusing it with the remote control, they had to use me to make
a new one. Everything was all based on clauses in my contract, included
by the hideous tiny aliens with tiny, microscopic scribbles at the bottom.
The tiny bastards who tricked me into signing the universal document
also managed to contact me and were very disappointed when they found
absolutely useless the stuff I got from abusing the sun power: cash. They
were hoping for human brain cancer, the “tastiest delicacy in the Milky
Way and beyond.”

As a sun, now I have a few billion years to think over what went wrong

and where. That is what I’d planned to do in the sanitarium anyway. But
now I have the chance to lose it and simply go supernova.

Except I can’t.

Every time I think of something evil, I just smile unintentionally and fall into a sweet nap. Remember kids: the sun loves you
because it doesn’t have any other choice.
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A CH3CH2OH Monologue
(From A to B)
Nino Gugushvili

That’ll do, B. Thank you. This CH3CH2OH is certainly superb.
…In my twenties, when I was a young aspiring physician, I lived in Rot-

terdam. It was a megapolis even then, but of course it didn’t have the
spaceship station and the underwater hypertunnel at the time. This was
in the beginning of the century, when people used to subscribe to cable
television and carry cell phones.

I lived in a not very special dormitory, with not very special people. My

room had orange walls, and it smelled intensely of sandal. Every morning, I had to get up early to meet dawn; it was customary entertainment
in those years. The windows in my apartment faced southeast. We didn’t
have mood barometers, and we used windows to determine in which
language to speak during the day.

So, one morning I looked out of my window, and it was all misty outside.

As if the universe had been entangled in white carbonated water. Instead
of sun, I only saw dim corona and a black star, tiny from afar. Suddenly
my feet released the floor, and never minding gravitational pull, I floated
out from the fourth flour. I flew past an empty highway and three men
pushing a car to start the engine. Luckily I had put my string compiler in
the back pocket of my jeans, and I played music. Their step kept up to the
rhythm. One, two, three, one, two, three. I remembered I was hungry, and
I flew uptown for breakfast. When I reached the huge supermarket, I had
to pull myself down to the ground to open the door and enter. Flying by
the shelves of old-fashioned vegetable soup,

I grabbed a can of marinated pineapples near a case with ice cream.

On
my way to the cashier, a man in a long brown overcoat handed me a canopener. Ah, the pineapples tasted like sweet tropical dew, entangling my
mouth with fresh moisture...

B, we should have some pineapples in the fridge. Don’t you want some?
They go well with CH3CH2OH. Wait, I’ll get them, and I’ll tell you the
story to the end.
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Ode to Icarus
Anonymous
Soar enormous boy
use gorgeous language
lust after bare feet
run in frenzied , frivolous circles
cry out unmelodious songs
of the music in your vision
and fear not the purple laughter,
for this sphere dances
ballets of perfect harmony
and delirious players lick skin drops
of dew gently incubating the sea
as the curtain will fall
so too will sons rise
then milk will rush like rivers
to the bloody, sweaty oceans
and sap will droop from the honey trees
while men will continue to sag
men will be
so be enormous tiny boy
swing from the monkey bars
whisper chocolate love diamonds to your goddess
scream crazy and mad in numb rooms
and flap your arms to the heavenly sky.
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THE OBVERSE OF TWAIN
Bojan Zivanic

Narbon Dilligas sized up his friend as he approached from behind and

looked at him, dying-mother-eyed, for the last time… then he hit him
over the head with all his might. His friend responded by mouthing a
scream muffled by the gushing blood, an awkward gurgle, and toppled
over onto the ground, into his own piss. He didn’t want him to suffer: he
wanted to render this piece of undead meat unconscious and then finish
it off. So he kept drumming. It felt like he was a Buddhist monk hitting
a gong at a stony, Nepali monastery. Again and again. Whoosh. Thud.
Swoosh. Thump. He felt it was only appropriate to hum the old tune:
“Get rhythm/when you get the blues.” He was past the point of concern
and he just couldn’t stop.

It was hard for him to make it out in the dark, but it seemed as though

the mace’s bronzy head dribbled a cocktail of blood and marrow as
though it somehow exuded its own fluids. He stopped for a split second,
held up his instrument of salvation coated in batter against the moonlight,
then continued to batter what remained of his friend. He would have
beaten him completely into the ground, had there not been the other men
keeping guard that night, who did not care for the sound of the rub-a-dub
that floated on the summer breeze to their barracks thirty yards away.

Narbon’s friend was no longer a guy full of melodies he used to whistle

sotto voce in the windless nights, saturated with smells of unwashed bodies, linden trees, and roasted pumpkin seeds. They couldn’t smoke while
standing guard, of course, but it kept their fingers busy nevertheless, the
seeds.

Every time he hit the already deformed body, an image sprang to his
mind:

One: Yellow-ocher. Haunting shards of teeth jutting out of mouths of men
with snipers who’d snarl for the cameras.

Two: His grandma’s house in flames.
Three: The dead-steady petroleum lamp glow reflected in his sister’s tears
the night he left home.
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Four: The battery lamp tango with his best friend’s shadow the night
before he disappeared.

Five: Countless church towers, mosque minarets, factory chimneys and
skyscrapers, all equally Swiss-cheesed and burned.

…Nine, Ten, Eleven…
Less than a decade ago, a father took a son out for a cherry turnover and
a raspberry swirl. Junior won the spelling bee. Got his old man a little
mad when he spilled some of the filling on his new shirt… Had his father
lived to see this day, would he have recognized his son? Covered in lukewarm balmy boypulp, smiling, and repeating his mantra: “you had to do
this, there was no other way, you had to do this…”
*

*

*

*

*

Jupiter and Saturn were in juxtaposition. A clear sign, he thought, and

now after having taken that last gulp from the bottle of the poison du
jour, and especially after losing his Gore-Tex Velcro name tape, half of
it still sewn to the uniform; hooks still sticking out, pointing up towards
him, chafing; loops long gone, with them the name… nobody knew him,
nobody… never in his life did he seem more determined to change something about his life for the better… they’ll all know his name, tomorrow,
tomorrow everybody will know he’s no quitter, no yellow-bellied youngster from the big city, oh no, he ain’t gonna take this anymore, no, he
knows better. We’ll all die here. No more. Nope. No. There was no way
out of this, and for once his dad would be proud of him, he ain’t a quitter.
Chivvy, chivvy, chivvy, he’ll think of something, go down with style, go
down with style, feel like a laugh, happy thoughts and french fries, showers and human warmth. Oh and—purple! Purple seemed increasingly
suspicious a color. He didn’t like purple… The color of hunger. Purple
was no good… no, sir… he’ll think of something, he’ll think gracefully
slanted minor cheese puffs, yes, we all walk in grace and love, take the
ride all the way, faster going nowhere, faster going nowhere!

He puffed and panted like an old cartoon steam train as the pieces fell

into place. He felt a capillary burst in his nostril. A drop of blood was
forming and he sniffled to stop the oncoming nosebleed and wiped off
what he thought got away on his right-hand sleeve.
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He inspired the drop of blood. The drop of blood in turn inspired him.

“That’s it!” He unbuckled; his pistol belt fell on the ground. “Another ignoble
cincture lost,” he thought as he stepped over the belt. Egged on by this revelation of sorts, he looked around for a piece of meat. Anything will do. And he
found his piñata. But the designated piñata for the evening was a friend. A
friend! (At least as much of a friend as he could have made here… All he knew
about his friend, Borna, was that he had a father who was a merchant and that
he lived further down south, and that military police caught him drunk at a
party one Friday night and took him to the front lines.) But there was no going
back, he had to do this. It only made sense to carry on.

It all happened here, a couple of dozens of miles away from Beldame,

where he no doubt would have been committed, hadn’t there been for the
war. But he wouldn’t have been there, wouldn’t have done this if there
hadn’t been for the war. The laws of war were different, and the justice
would be swift; soon enough he’d be punished, and the balance would be
restored.

Narbon rose and picked up the mace he eyed the whole evening. He

stroked its pointy spikes and caressed its rough flanges for a few seconds,
then his fingers clutched the handle. “This is hardly a stratagem that’d
make the cap’n proud,” he thought and for a fleeting moment it seemed
as though he was slowing down. But then, he jerked onwards. “All those
months upon months of pillaging and plundering bore fruit in the form
of this one useful object that will serve a good purpose,” he thought as he
snuck toward the silhouette of his friend who was just shaking it off after
taking a leak.

Mere dozens of miles away, other children had electricity, running water,
and a childhood.
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